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The infinite dimensional Green measure g is shown to be a product measure 
and this provides sutlicient conditions for the existence and the differentiability 
of potentials. Moreover, it is shown how such conditions can be used to prove 
that if f is Lip and if we set u = Gf, then first D*u is Lip too and second u 
satisfies Au = -2f for a wide class of functions f with arbitrary support. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of infinite dimensional potential theory has essentially been ini- 
tiated by Gross [3,4]. In an abstract Wiener space (i, H, B) he defined the Green 
measure g and proved that for every real-valued Lip 1 function with bounded 
support in B, the second derivative D%(X) of the potential u = Gf is trace-class 
and satisfies 
trace{D%(x)} = -2f (x) 
(thus u can be considered as a solution of the problem Au = -2f). Moreover, 
it is known from [5] that if f is a real-valued function with bounded support 
which is Lip 01 for some 0 < OL < 1, then for each 0 < /3 < OL the map 
x -+ DGf(x), 
from B to the Banach space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H is Lip fl on 
bounded subsets of B. 
In this paper these results will be extended to functions with arbitrary support. 
First we study the Green measure and we prove it is the product of the measure 
2tdt on the real positive axis and a bounded measure on the surface of the unit 
ball of B. From this it is possible to find sufficient conditions of existence and 
differentiability of the potentials Gf these, conditions are expressed in terms of 
integral tests and are less restrictive ihan the boundedness of the support off. 
Moreover, if f satisfies a smoothness condition, u = Gf is shown to be still the 
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solution of Au = -2f. For example, it is shown that this is true for the function f 
defined by 
f(x) = 1 if 0 < Ilxll < 1, 
= 11 x 11-p if 1 Gllxll for some K > 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section covers the basic definitions and notations necessary to the 
following work. 
(i, H, B) will be a fixed abstract Wiener space [2, 31 and we will suppose B is 
infinite dimensional. We use the symbol ( , ) for the duality between the dual 
B* of B, and B, and the symbol ( , ) for the scalar product in H. B* is identified 
with a dense subspace of H*, H* is usually identified with H, and H is 
identified with the dense subspace i(H) of B. We will denote the B-norm by 
II I/ and the H-norm by j[ IIH while we will use, for each integer m, the symbol / I 
for the Euclidean norm in P and S, for the area of the unit sphere of R”. 
For each t > 0, let p, be the Wiener measure with variance t and let Pt be the 
operator defined on real-valued measurable functions f on B by 
Ptf I@> = S,f (x + Y> dPt(Y), 
whenever the integral exists. The semigroup {Pt ; t 3 0} has been extensively 
studied (see, for example, [l, 31) and we will in this paper concentrate our 
attention on the Green measure on B defined by 
L?(A) = 1’” PW & AEg*, 
0 
where .99B denotes the Bore1 field of B. The potential of a real-valued measurable 
function f on B is the function u = Gf defined by 
P?f I(4 = S,f (x + Y) 4W, 
whenever the integral exists. 
Let W be a Banach space, whose norm we will denote by II ]Iw, and let f be a 
W-valued function defined in a neighborhood of a point x of B; then f is said to 
be H-differentiable at x if the function 
defined in a neighborhood of the origin in H, is Frechet differentiable at X; 
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this means that there exists an element, necessarily unique, say Df(x), of L(H, II’) 
satisfying 
for h E H,I] h lIH sufficiently small (L(H, IV) is the space of bounded linear 
operators from H to IV). 
We will use the notation 
llfllm = suPw4llw ; x E a 
and we will say that f is Lip a with constant C on U (a > 0, C > 0, and U C B) 
if for each x, y E B we have 
XE u and Y E u * Ilf (4 -f (Y>llw G c II x -Y Ii”. 
If A EL(H, H), its operator norm will be denoted by 11 A 11, its Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm by II A 112, whenever A is of the Hilbert-Schmidt type, and its trace class 
norm by II A II1 , whenever A is trace class. 
Let T be a test operator [3], that is a bounded operator on B with finite dimen- 
sional range contained in B*; TH , the restriction of T to H, is an element of 
L(H, H), and we will write trace {T}(resp., trace(TA} for each A EL(H, H)) 
instead of trace{ TH}(resp., trace { T,A}). 
Let us set @ for the set of all the non-negative and nonincreasing measurable 
functions on ] 0, +a~[; for each p E @, %‘0 will denote the set of the real-valued 
measurable functions f on B which satisfy 
VXEB, If @)I G 94l 32 II). 
To end this section let us point out that the result of [2] implies that for each 
k > 0 and each t > 0 we have: 
s B IIY Ilk MY) < + cQ. 
3. THE GREEN MEASURE 
Let 99* (resp., a) be the Bore1 a-field of (IO, +co[ (resp., S = {XE B; 
II x II = 1)). It is clear that the mapping x + 0(x) = (11 x /I, x/l/ x 11) realizes an 
isomorphism between the measurable spaces (B\(O), 99,,) and (IO, +co[ x S, 
a* x as), where go denotes the Bore1 u-field of B\(O). Moreover, using a 
classical argument we have 
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LEMMA 1. Let m be a positive measure on B which is$nite on the bounded Bore1 
subsets of B and which satisfies 
P@) 44 = mW), A > 0, AE~B, 
for some real-valued absolutely continuous function v on IO, +a[. Then there exists 
a finite measure p on S such that the mapping 0 mentioned above, realizes in fact 
an isomorphism between the measured spaces (B\{O}, g@ , m ia,) and (IO, + oo[ x S, 
g* x @s , $(t> dt 0 4). 
Proof. Let us define the measure p by: 
~(4 = mP-Yl 0 , U x A)), AE93s. 
Then, for each 0 < a < b and A E gs we have: 
[db) - ~(41 P.(A) = NW1 a, 4 x 4). n 
We shall use Lemma 1 and the following result to give an explicit product 
decomposition of the Green measure. 
LEMMA 2. For each t > 0 and each k > 0 the integral 
f B II Y II-’ 4%(y) 
is converge?at. 
Proof. Let n be any integer such that n > k and (e, ,..., e,) a subset of B* 
which is an orthonormal system in H. The space H,, generated by {er ,..., en) 
is finite dimensional and thus 
JY > 0, VXEH,, Y II x IIH G II x II. 
The operator P defined by 
Px = i (ej , x> ej , XEB, 
j=l 
is an element of L(B, B) and 
I aY,,41 IIY II-“dpt(y) G j- II P Ilk II PY II-’ dh(y) II PY II <II PII 
< s VnPy,,H(,,PO IIPllk~-kllP~ Il$d~,(y) 
< S, 11 p Ilk y-k(2,t)-n/2 l’pa’y S?8-k-le-S’/(%) ds 
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PROPOSITION 1. If r. is the finite mmsure on the unit sphere S defined by 
P(A) = Jr, x‘4(r/ll Y II) II Y IF2 dPl(Y), AE~s, 
then the mapping x -+ 13(x) = (I[ x 11, x/l/ x 11) realizes an ismorphism between the 
measured spaces (B, LZ~~ , g) and (IO, +a[ x S, kV* x ~39~ ,2t dt @ l.~). 
Proof. Since for each t > 0, ~~((0)) = 0, we have g({O)) = 0 and (B, as , g) 
is isomorphic to (B\(O), a0 , g la,>; moreover, if A E gs and if X > 0, 
g(u) = J+m~t(X4) dt = J+mpt,ds(A) dt = X2g(A). 
0 0 
It remains now to identify the measure ~1 given by Lemma 1. But, if A E 9s : 
s, x&/II Y III1 Y II-’ MY) = 1, x~(r/ll Y II> (lyn-‘dt dpdy) 




XA(Y/II Y II) x~o.dll Y II) 44~) dt 
0 B 
= g(VlO, 11 x A)). 4 
COROLLARY. If q E Qi and iff is the function on B dej&ed by 
f(x) = dll x II), XEB, 
then we have 
jBf(4 dg@) = [l II Y II-’ My)] i+m 2W) dt. 
We now want to give a characterization of the Green measure in terms of its 
“rotation invariance.” A bounded operator R from B onto B is said to be a 
rotation if it maps H in H (and then, by the closed graph theorem 
R Ix EL(H, H)), and if R IH is orthogonal. Using techniques similar to those of 
[6] it can be proved that a finite measure on B is invariant under the rotations if 
and only if its characteristic function is of the form: 
B* 3f --t dllf IId, 
for some complex function ‘p on [O, + co[. Since the characteristic function of the 
measure p, is 
B* af + e-t*“f”$,r/2, 
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this implies that all the measurespt , and thus g, are invariant under the rotations. 
Moreover we saw that for each h > 0 and A E ~9~ we have: 
Pg(A) = g(/\A). 
In fact these two properties are characteristic of the Green measure (we use the 
convention 0 X co = 0). 
THEOREM 1. Among the nontrivial measures on B which are jinite on cylinder 
sets whose basis are bounded and of dimension 3 3, the Green measure g in B is the 
only one (up to a multiplicative factor) which is invariant under the rotations and 
which satisjes 
%?w = a4 ~>O,AE~~. 
Proof. Let v be a measure on B which satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
As S?B is generated by the field 9 of cylinder sets based on B*, and as v and g are 
u-finite on 9, to prove that v = g it suffices to prove that v and g coincide on 9. 
Again let n > 3 and let (e, , . . . , e,} be a subset of B* which is an orthonormal 
system in H, and consider the projection operator P defined by: 
PX = i <ej,X)ej, x E B. 
j=l 
As P is the extension to B of the orthogonal projection of H onto the linear span 
H, of {e i ,..., e,}, we can associate, to each rotation R of H, , a rotation of B by 
the formula x -+ x - Px + RPx, and this implies that the measure v’ = Pv is a 
measure on H, , which is invariant under the rotations of H,, . Moreover, it is 
clear that v’ must satisfy 
v’(XA) = X%‘(A), 
for each X > 0 and each Bore1 subset A of H,, , which implies that ~‘((0)) = 0 
and we already know that v’ is finite on bounded Bore1 subsets of H, . Then, 
according to Lemma 1, v’ = 2t dt @ CL’, where p’ is a finite measure on the unit 
sphere of H,, ; p’ has to be invariant under the rotations, and as ti is 
nonidentically zero, this implies that & is a nonzero multiple of the area Lebesgue 
measure on the sphere of H, and thus v’ is a nonzero multiple of the Green 
measure of H, . Namely: 
3 a, > 0, Pv = apPg. 
In fact, because of the compatibility of the different projections of v, these 
constants are identical and finally: 
v = ag 
for some a > 0. H 
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Remark 1. Using the same method as in [6] it is possible to prove that a 
finite measure p on B is invariant under the rotations if and only if there exists a 
finite measure m on [0, +co[ such that p(A) = ~~,,+,,pt(A) dm(t) for each 
AES?B. 
Remark 2. We must worry about the use of these rotations because their 
behavior may be surprising. Let us remark, for example, that B is the only 
closed rotationally invariant neighborhood of the origin. Indeed let U be such an 
invariant neighborhood, and letf E B*. Now, as every neighborhood of the origin 
contains elements of B* with arbitrary large H-norm, there exists an element g 
of U such that g E B* and jl g IjH = ilfljH. S ince f and g are elements of B* with 
the same H-norm, it is possible to construct a rotation R of B such that Rg = f. 
This proves that B* is contained in U, and the fact that B* is dense in B allows us 
to conclude the argument. 
4. EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF POTENTIALS 
LEMMA 3. For each p E CD and for each integer n > 1 such that 
s 
+m 
s”-‘~(s)~ ds < +co, 
0 
there exists a constant K > 0 such that the inequality 
s B f W2 d&(r) < Kt--lai2, 
holds for any t > 0 and any f E VW . 
Proof. Let {e, ,..., e,}, y, and Pas in the proof of Lemma 2 : 
S,f (H2 4%(y) G s, ~(11 P IIVY II PY 1111)~ &b) 
= (2?rt)-n/2 s 
R” 
p(II P II-ly 1 y 1)” e-IYI*l(2t) dyl *em dyn 
< S, /I P fy’y2,r)-‘@ I,‘,= ~n-l~(s)~ ds t--n’2. n 
Remark 3. For each real-valued function f on B and for each x E B we will 
denote by r,f the function: 
Y - PLcf l(Y) = f(x + Y). 
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Let us assume now that F and n are as in Lemma 3, f E %YQ is bounded, and p > 0. 
Let us define (as f is bounded, we may assume y is bounded): 
??Tw = sup{&); t > 01 if 0 < t < /3, 
= ?e - 8 if p<t; 
then v,r E 0, Jr s+&) ds < +co, and {r=f; x E B, II x II < 81 C gWO . Con- 
sequently, by Lemma 3: 3k > 0, Qx E B, 
II x II < B * vt > 0, I f(x +Y)’ d&(y) < Kt-*lP, (1) B 
and this last relation is sufficient to obtain: 
3K’ > 0, VXEB, QY 3 0, 
(2) 
(II x II < B and Y G + 4 * Vt > 0, I f lx + Y)’ #t(y) < K’t+ B 
(the constants K and K’ do depend only on v’, n, f and p). n 
If C+J E Sp is bounded and satisfies pa0 ST(S) ds < +co, then as an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 1 we obtain that for each f E %‘W , the potential 
[Gfl(x) = Lf(X -tY> 47(Y), 
exists for each x E B and the integral is uniformly convergent in x on the bounded 
subsets of B. In fact, using the estimation of Remark 3, we obtain. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume y E @ is such that 
s m q(s) ds < + co. 
Then, if f E GF?~ is bounded, the potential u off is H-d@rentiable on B and ;f in 
addition f is Lip 01 on B for some 01 > 0, then u is twice H-differentiable on B, and 
for each x E B, D2u(x) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H. 
Proof. f being bounded, we may assume, without loss of generality that ‘p is 
bounded. Then, the potential u off exists and: 
4x1 = j+m [pt f I(4 & XEB. 
0 
(3) 
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Let us fix /3 > 0 and let I&, be the function defined by: 
&B(t) = Ilfllmt-1/2 if 0 < t < 1, 
= ~v2t-514 if l<t. 
(K is the constant of the relation (1) associated with ‘p, f, p and 71 = 3.) I& is 
measurable and 
s atm&(t)dt < +m. 
Since by [3, Proposition 91, for each t > 0, Ptf is H-differentiable on B and for 
each x E B and: 
II W’tf I(x)lltr G e2 [S,f (x + A2 dPAY)]1’2, (4) 
then, using (1) and the definition of & , we obtain for each x E B, 
II x II < B * vt > 0 II Wtfl(4lfI < 9ew 
This last estimate allows us to differentiable under the integral sign in (3) on 
every bounded subsets of B; therefore u is H-differentiable on B and for each 
XEB: 
h(x) = j-+m D[P, f](x) dt. 
0 
(5) 
Assume now f is Lip (Y with constant C on B. Let us fix /I > 0 and let 0, be the 
function defined by 
t&(t) = 2112C [lB 11 y /j2= dpl(y)]1’2 tOL12-l if 0 < t < 1, 
= (%)1/2t-7/4 if 1 < t. 
Again 6, is measurable and 
I +m f&(t) dt < + co. 0 
By [3, Proposition 91 we know that, for each t > 0, P,f is twice H-differentiable 
on B, that for each x E B, De[P,f I(x) is an Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H for 
which 
II D2P’tf Wile G 2l”t-l [s,f (x + A2 &(y)]1’2. (6) 
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Moreover by [3, pp. 159-1601 we have for each x E B 
II ~2[~tfl(x)l12 G P2t-l [s, I.+ + Y> - f@)l” dpt(Y)]li29 
and then, for each x E B: 
(7) 
11 D”[PJ](x)l12 < 21’2cw2-1 [s, IIY l12a dpl(Y)]1’2. (8) 
Using (6) and (1) if t > 1 and (8) if 0 < t < 1, we obtain for each x E B: 
II x II < B * Vt > 0, II w?tf3(412 < 43(t). 
This allows us to differentiable under the integral sign in (5) on every bounded 
subset of B; therefore for each x E B, D%(x) exists and is given by 
D%(x) = j’” Iq-P,f](x) dt, (9) 0 
where the integral converges absolutely in Hilbeti-Schmidt norm. n 
Remark 4. In the following we restrict ourselves to Lip functions f but it is 
worth pointing out that the Lip condition is not necessary for D%(x) to exist 
and to be given by the integral (9) w rc converges in Hilbert-Schmidt norm. h’ h 
Let us see that this remains true if, for example, we replace the Lip condition in 
Proposition 2 by one of the two conditions (a) or (b) of [3, Theorem 21. Indeed: 
(a) let us assume that y E @J is such that 
and assume f E qW is bounded and satisfies a Dini condition of order p > 1 uni- 
formly on some neighborhood U of x E B. This means that 
‘jr-$ s,” t-l [-a If@ + Y) - fbw dPt(Y)-y fit = 0 uniformly in z E u. 
If we let 
g&4 = /+m Wtfl(4 & E 
for E > 0, using again (6) and (1) as in Proposition 2 we see that Dg,(z) exists and 
is given by 
W-4 = fiD D2[P,fl(4 & 
E 
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where the integral converges in Hilbert-Schmidt norm and that Dg,(z) is con- 
sequently a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Now using (7) and the Dini condition we 
obtain 
fz 1’ II W~tfl(4llz dt = 0 uniformly in 2 E U, 
0 
and this allows us to conclude. 
(b) Let us assume that f is bounded, f E VV for some q E @ which satisfies 
and assume f is continuous at x E B and satisfies a Dini condition of order p > 1 
at x. This means that 
For the same reasons as above the integral on the right-hand side of (9) converges 
in Hilbert-Schmidt norm; to see that the operator so obtained actually represents 
D%(x) it suffices to use the calculations of [3, Lemma 2.2, pp. 161-165-j which are 
applicable also under the present hypothesis. n 
Using exactly the same technique as in [5] we are now going to prove the 
result of this paper for functions with arbitrary support. 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume cp E Sp is such that 
and assume f E WW is Lip 01 on B for some d > 0; then for each 0 < 0~’ < (Y the map 
x --t D2Ff IW 
from B to the Banach space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H is Lip 01~ on the 
bounded subsets of B. 
Proof. By Proposition 2, u = Gf is defined on B; u is twice H-differentiable 
on B, and for each x E B we have 
D%(x) = J+m W[P,f](x) dt, 
0 
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where the integral converges in the Banach space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on H. Let y be such that 
0 < 2y < min{l, 01 - a’}, 
and let 8, p, and q be such that 
p=l+e=(ol-27)/a’ and p-l+q-l=l. 
Let /I > 0 and chosse x and a in {y E B; jj y 11 < j?}. Let us set 8 = 11 x - x 11 
(we will assume S > 0); we want to estimate 
II ~w4 - ~2w12 * 
Let T be a test operator whose restriction to His symmetric; by [3, Proposition 91 
we have 
tr{T * [D%(x) - D2u(z)]} 






By [5, relation (lo)] we have: 
s 
88 
- dt < 4 1/%3-l [l lIy llaor dpl(y)]1’2 S2 11 T II2 . (10) 
0 B 
where C is a Lip 01 constant off on B. Moreover, 
s 
+a 
62 - dt < s,y t-l [s, If @ + Y) - f (2 + r>l” Myijlls 
x [JB I t-l<% r> - W’P dpt(Y)]l’~ dt 
G C’IITII, L7-l [s, If @ +y) -f (z +iWW9]1’p dt, 
because of the estimation of [3, Lemma 2.1, pp. 159-1601, 
< C’ 11 T I12C1’P Sa’p s,F t-l [s, If @ + r)l” dPt(d 
+ s, If (z + r>l” dptb9]1’p dt. 
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$?/a and fela satisfy with n = 1 the hypothesis of Remark 1 and since y < 4, 
using (2) we obtain 
< c’ 11 T Ip?‘~ cw(K’)l’p s,T t-l--y’P dt 
G k,Sa’ll Tall2 3 (11) 
where k, is a positive constant which depends only on f, y, and p. Finally, if we set 
kl = 4 dskl [L IIY P 4w]1’2, 
and 
k = 2”-a’~-a’kl + k, , 
and if we consider the inequalities (10) and (11) together, we obtain 
trace{T[D%(x) - D%(z)]} < [k, & + k, Sa’]ll T /I2 
G k II x - 2 IF II T 112 . 
Since the last inequality is valid for each test operator with symmetric restriction 
to H, and since the set of these restrictions is dense in the space of Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators on H, we may assert 
II Wx) - ~2u(z)ll, d k II x - z II=‘, 
and this completes the proof because k does not depend on the particular choice 
of x and x in the fixed bounded subset of B. n 
Remark 5. It is not difficult to see that if f is bounded and measurable and 
if the support off is bounded, then [Gf](x) goes to zero when II x II goes to infinity. 
Does this result remain true without the hypothesis of bounded support ? 
5. RESOLUTION 0~ du = -2f 
It is known from [3, Theorem 31 that if f is Lip 1 with bounded support on B, 
the potential u = Gf is the solution of the problem 
Au = -2f. 
Following the calculations of the proof we obtain 
LEMMA 4. Assume f is a real-valued function which is Lip 1 with constant C 
on B and whose support is contained in {x E B; II x /I < a} fm some ol > 0; then for 
each x E B, D%(x) is a trace class operator on Hand: 
trace{D%(x)} = -2f (x). 
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If moreover we set 
h = 2 [I, II Y II2 =MY)]~'~ and k2 = 21’2k, [j, II Y !I-’ dp,(~f’~ 
tue have for each p > 0 and each x E B 
II x II < B => IID2u(x)ll, < C[k, + & + @)“I. 
Proof. In fact if /3 > 0 and if x E B is such that Ij x II < 8, the calculations of 
[3, Theorem 31 lead us to 
II ~2F’P,fl(411, G BWt-1’2 [s, XA(Y) 44y)]1’2, (12) 
where 
A = @ E B; II z II < 2(a + P)s>>. 
If we denote by h(t) the right-hand side of (12), Q$ is a non-negative measurable 
function on IO, +co[ which satisfies 
and 
s ,,’ $e(t) dt < W (13) 
[ &(t) dt= tk,C j +m t-w2 [ jBXA(Y) dp,(y)]1’2 dt 
1 
< 4 W [ j+m t s, XA(Y) &t(y) dt]"' 
1 
= k,C(ol + /3)“. (14) 
The conjunction of (12)-( 14) establishes the estimate of the lemma. H 
THEOREM 2. Let 9) E @ be such that 
and let {tin ; n > l} be an increasing sequence ofpositive numbers (we will set or, = 0) 
and {C, ; n > l} a sequence of non-negative real numbers which satisfy: 
(9 Czl ++1 m=Wj , Pdh>> < + 00, 
where /I0 = a;’ and & = (~l~+~ - cxj)-’ + (aj - o~j-~)-l, j = 1, 2 ,... . Now, 
let f E %Trn be such that 
(ii) f is Lip 1 with constant Cj on {X E B; 11 x 11 > ai-I}, j = 1, 2,... . 
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Then the potential u off is twice H-differentiable on B and fm each x E B, D%(x) 
is a trace class operator which satisfies: 
trace{ZYlc(x)} = -2f(zc). 
Before going into the proof of this theorem let us see an example: if k > 3, if 
the function v is defined by 
and if the function f is defined on B by 
f (4 = dll x II>? XEB; 
then it is clear that v E @, f E gV , and 
f +?(p(s)ds < +co. 
Moreover, if we set 
cij = j, j = 0, 1, 2 )..., 
Cl = k and cj = (j - I)-‘“fl’, j = 2, 3,..., 
the conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem are satisfied and thus u = Gf is the 
solution of 
44 = -2941 x II)- 
Proof. f being bounded, we may assume without loss of generality that v is 
bounded. Let us define a sequence {vn ; n >, 0} of real valued continuous 
functions on [0, +co[ by: 
~~(0) = 1, pa is linear on [0, ar] and p,, is null on [~11r, +co[. 
vlz(oln) = 1, vn is linear on [~y,-r , c+J and [01, a,+r] and vn 
is null on [0, ix,-r] U [01,+r , +co[, 71 = 1, 2,... . 
Then let {fn ; n > 0} be the sequence of real-valued functions defined on B by: 
. 
f&> = f (4 ?Jn(ll x II), XEB, n = 0, 1) 2 ,... . 
It is clear that for each integer n, fn has the following properties: 
The support of fn is contained in (X E B; 11 x ]I < 01,+~}. 
fn is Lip 1 with constant C,’ = C, + cp(c++r) j$, on B. 
gfi 
coincides withfon (X E B; II x /I < an}. 
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Let a, = C,“, vj and let u, = Gf,, , ?t = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Then, 
U- i Uj = G[f- ih] = G[f(l -v,)], n = 1, 2,... . 
j=O j=O 
In fact we have, for each x E B, 
(15) 
the convergence of the series being in H-norm; indeed, using (4) for f (1 - v,) 
and using the dominated convergence theorem we obtain 
< ii cm t-1/2 [s, f (x + A2P - VT4 x + Y ll)l” 4%(Y)]1’2 dt 
= 0 
Now, if j? > 0 and if x E B is such that 11 x Ij < p, we have by Lemma 4 
II D2uj(x>lII G “j[kI + k2(aj+l + 8J21, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
We know, by the definition of the C’i and by the condition (i) of the theorem, that 
the right-hand side of the above inequality is bounded by the general term of a 
convergent series. Thus, 
is normally convergent in the Banach space of trace class operators on H, the 
convergence being uniform on the bounded subsets of B; but we know already 
that D%(x) exists and is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on H, then, by (15) we can 
assert that 
D%(X) = f D%j(x) . 
i-0 
is trace class and 
tr(D2z@)} = &, tr{D2[P, f](x)} dt 
= j-+m+‘tflWdt (by [3, Theorem 31) 
0 
= -2f(x) 
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because by [3, Proposition 61 we have: 
and because 
can be easily seen, using, for example, (1). n 
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